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A DEVE FOR AUTOMATIC TUNING
OF CONTROL SYSTEMS
B. V. Novoselov and A. A. Kobzev.
This invention is intended for tuning the automatic ccntrol and
regulation systems.
High-quality tuning is required in the operation of the automatic
control systems and, in particular, servomechanisms, which, as a rule,
is accomplished by an operator.

However, in a whole series of cases

(for example, in mass production of systems, when high-qulity tuning
is required),

it is more expedient to perform an automatic adjustment

of the system's parameters.
In addition to the amplifiers, servomotors, and comparison circuits, the unit being proposed contains two squaring devices connected
to the output of their comparison circuit, an adder whose inputs are
connected to the outputs of both squaring devices, two relay units,
and also two units connected to output of the system - one for measuring frequency and another for measuring and registering amplitude, the
output of the first one is connected to a servomotor for adjusting the
amplification factor via the corresponding comparison circuit and one
of the relay units, while the output of the other unit, via its comparison circuit and second relay unit,

is connected to the motor for

adjusting the rate-feedback transmission coefflcient; moreover, the
outcuts of the adder are connected to the incuts
This type of coupling for the units in the
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factor and the trans-

rate-feedbacK of the high-order

1 inear systems

-Teampii.,ude-frequency characteristic of a closed system is determined by

its parameters.

Both

in a linear system of any order and in

a nonlinear system, there is always a resonance frequency and a fully
fined amplitude of induced oscillations at this
input action.
oscillations

The

de-

frequency with a certain

resonance frequency and the amplitude of induced

at this frequency can be determined experimentally or

analytically.
For the servo systems, the values are determined rela<izely simply by means of an experiment.
Basically, the resonance
freqcuency is

determined by the amplification

factor, while the amplitude

of induced oscillations - by the damping factor.
adjustment of the amplification

factor can be

Consequently, the

conducted as a function

of deviation of the resonance frequency of the system from the standard

frequency, while the adjustment of the rate-feedback transmission

factor - as a function of deviation of the amplitude of
lations

induced oscil-

from the standard value of the amplitide of induced oscillations

at a resonance frecuency, for which
soncs

it

is necessary to control

the re-

frequency and the amplitudes of induced oscillations at this

frequency.
The following performance evaluation criterion is used
the

automatic-tuning device:
1

where M,
ance

to construct

--

II' + (,,,

.-

is the standard amplitude of induced oscillations at a reson-

frequency;
M - actual amplitude value of

induced oscillations;

(t-

standard resonance frequency;

a-

actual resonance frequency.

In the case of the minimization of this criterion using the gradient method, the tuning algorithm will
for the amplification

factor

4=:-f :1M , for the

be as follows:

*1(i)1' + '".

-

w")[w.,--

)]lt.

jamping factor

K, = -S[A4,

-

.W(ti' + ,",-d @)' ', ....~piJ.

To simplify the realization of the systems, this algorithm can be
2hanged without diminishing the quality of tuning:
f-r The amolfication factor
K, =

IM . - M(I' + [

-

-

A. )I;
sign

. -,

for the damping factor

=

-

(ItM. -

To perform adjustment,
action with the standard
The input or the

to

K2

will

is necessary to supply a test harmonic

internal circuit.

[M-M(t)1 + [w3 -wp(t)21

.

w 9 <w.

In the case where

increase and when

its rate of change,
2

al

it

resonance frequency and defined amplitude to

plification factor Ky will
in this case,

sign 1wu-

W(t)i' + [,-.(i)

wp>wa

it will

in both instances, will

the amdecrease;

be proportion-

The rate-feedback transmission factor

increase whenM>M,. and decrease

when M<Mo.

Fig. 1 shows a block-diagram of the servo system and the device
for an automatic adjustment of its parameters, where
value;
action;
ance

X2

output value;

-

M3

-

standard amplitude of

frequency
Fig.

X - system's error;

w.

during the test

X 1 is the input

A:sinwat

- test harmonic

induced oscillations at the resonAasinat.

2 shows the amplitude-frequency characteristics of a closed

system, where M is the amplitude of oscillations and w

is the frequen-

cy of oscillations.
The servo system is presented

in the form of a main control

loop

1, adjustable amplification factor 2 (K), feed back circuit differentiator 3, and adjustable rate-feedback transmission
5 of the automatic tuning of the coefficients K
a

factor

and K,

(K().

Loop

consists of

the amplitude measuring and registering unit 6 and the frequency measurement unit 7, whose input is connected to the output of the system.
The output of the amplitude measuring and registering unit 6 is connected to the comparison circuit 8,

fed to which

plitude of

induced oscillations Al,

4ts output

is connected to the relay

the squaring device 10.

m___

is the standard am-

at the resonance

frequency

unit 9 and to adder

1I1

,. and
nrcugh

The output of the frequency measuring

3

nit 7,

,00

Just as the amplitude measuring and registering unit 6, is connected to
--e .2mparlson circuit 12,

fed to which is the stanoard

frequency

,.

n, -he :utput of the comparison circuit 12 is connected to the relay
unit 13 and to adder 11 through the squaring device 14.

Through am-

plifier 15 the output of adder 11 is connected to servomotor 16 for adjusting the amplification factor and through amplifier 17 to servomotor
18 for adjusting the rate-feedback transmission factor.

Servomotor 16

is also connected to the relay unit 13, while servomotor 18 is connected to the relay unit 9.

The output shaft of motor 16 is connected to

the adjsutable coefficient Ky (it can be,

in particular, a potentio-

rne-ir) and the output shaft of motor 18 - to the adjustable coefficient
.i- can be, in particular, a potentiometer).

K:,

?ig. 2 shows the amplitude-frequency characteristics of the tuned
system 19 and untuned system 20, 21.
The amplification coefficient Ky and the rate-feedback transmisSion coefficient KA are tuned as follows.
A.sinuft

Test harmonic oscillations

with the standard frequency (which is equal to the resonance

frequency of the system) w. and certain amplitude A, are fed to the input or the internal circuit of the system.

At the output of the tuned

system there will appear oscillations with the same resonance frequency w

and defined amplitude M, (which is different from that of the

test action) - curve 19 in Fig. 2.

In the untuned system, the amplitude

and resonance frequency will be different from the standard (f and M,
-

curves 20 and 21

in Fig. 2.

For example, let us assume that the tunable system has a resonance
frequency (pt

and amplitude Ml.

The output signal of the system enters

the amplitude measuring and registering unit 6 and frequency measuring
unit 7, whose output puts out the amplitude and frequency of induced
oscillations, respectively.

A signal, which is proportional to the

amplitude of the oscillations, is sent from the output of the measuring
and registering unit 6 to the comparison circuit 8, which also receives
a signal, which is proportional to the standard amplitude

M , as a re-

su!t of which a signal is formed at the output of the comparison circuiz

8 which is proportional to the algebraic difference of the stan-

iard and actual value of the amplitude ,M,-M,. in this case this quantity has a negative value.

From the output of the comparison circuit 8
4

the signal enters the relay unit 9 and then, through the squaring device
1C. adder 11.

The relay unit 9 operates and activates motor 18 (it

swizches on the input signal or supplies voltage to the excitation
coil);

in this case, the rotation direction of motor 18 is determined

by the difference sign

A1 -AJ.

In this case, M

<,-,<0
and the rate-

feedback transmission coefficient K:, increases.

A signal, which is

proportional to the resonance frequency of induced oasillations

w.

is sent from the output of the measuring unit 7 to the comparison circuit 12, which also receives a signal which is proportional to the standard value of frequency

w.. as a result of which a signal, which is

proportional to the algebraic difference of the standard and actual
values of resonance frequencies

uiu- p,, is formed at the input of the

comparison circuit 12.
From the output of the comparison circuit 12 the signal proceeds
to the relay unit 13 and, via the squaring device 14, to adder 11.
The relay unit 13 operates and turns on motor 16 (it switches on the
input signal or supplies voltage to the excitation coil); the rotation
direction of motor 16 is determined by the difference sign
this case,

.- h-,.0 and Ky

increases.

w.,--W,.

In

The speeds of servomotors 16

and 18 are determined by the magnitude of the output signal from adder
2
11, which is proportional to (M,-M)
-(i--wP,.

and which is fed to

motor 16 through amplifier 15 and to motor 18 through amplifier 17.
Amplifiers

15 and 17 serve to amplify the output signal from adder 11

with respect to power.
Then the value of M, -M. =0. which is determined by the sensitivity
of the system, the relay unit 9 will shut off motor 18, despite the
fact that the controlling signal from adder 11 may not equal zero,
since, at this moment,

.

may not equal zero.

for the rate-feedback transmission coefficient K:t
the value of , --, 3 =O.

The tuning process
is finished.

When

which is determined by the sensitivity of the

system, the relay unit 13 will shut off motor 16,

despite the fact that

the controlling signal from adder 11 may equal zero, since, at this
moment,

M,,-M, may not equal zero.

plification factor Ky is finished.

Patent Claims

The tuning process for the am-

The device for an automatic tuning of the control systems, which
contains two amplifiers connected to the servomotors and the comparison
circuits, is distinguished by the fact that in order to broaden its
functional capabilities, it has been provided with two squaring devices
connected to the output of its comparison circuit, an adder whose inputs are connected to the outputs of both squaring devices, two relay
units, and also two units connected to the output of the system - one
for measuring frequency and one for measuring and registering amplitude.
The output of the first one is connected via the corresponding comparison circuit and one of the relay units to the servomotor for adjusting the amplification factor and the output of the second one is connected via its comparison circuit and the second relay unit to the
servomotor for adjusting the rate-feedback transmission factor, while
the outputs of the adder are connected to the inputs of both amplifiers.
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